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Proven ability to utilize inspiring leadership, personal drive, creative vision, and 
analytical skill to yield successful delivery of both team and individual goals, 
actively contributing to organizational growth.

FEBRUARY 1999 – NOVEMBER 2005
INVENTORY CONTROLLER III - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for stock inventory activity and maintaining correct stock levels.
 Work closely with the receiving department to ensure products are being 

brought in a timely fashion.
 Plan and run company semi-annual inventory review.
 Receiving and Shipping - Ensured product acceptance and inspection.
 Cash Room Operations - Handled cash as received for payment.
 Located and processed equipment to maintain adequate inventory levels to 

accommodate new requests.
 Floor Management - Overseeing of floor activities i.e., replenishment on selling 

floor, cleanliness and easy shopping access and correct prices listed.

1994 – 1999
INVENTORY CONTROLLER - ABC CORPORATION

 Dispatch Operator/Data Entry Master Housekeeper Manage the daily aspects of 
the resort maintenance parts and materials inventory.

 To ensure the technicians have the proper support to ensure the resort 
accommodations maintain their five star rating.

 Assisted with the development and implementation of a new inventory and 
control system in the First Quarter of 2012.

 Assisted in the development and implementation of management tools 
designed to monitor inventory for cost control and greater efficiency.

 Answered and processed all incoming guest calls to ensure guest expectations 
are met.

 Coordinate the necessary personnel needed to complete work orders in a timely
and professional manner.

 Responsible for the cleanliness and appearance of all condominiums..

EDUCATION

Accounting - (Hagerstown Community College - Hagerstown, MD)
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SKILLS

Excel, Word, Customer Service, Inventory Management.
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